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School Contract:

We Bring Theatre to Your School

Through school administrators, Teatro Tariakruri Performing Arts can be hired to come in to a
school and facilitate any kind of show the school would like. Teatro Tariakuri brings in their team
of directors, designers, and producers to create a show of the school’s choice, starring the
students of said school, located inside their own space.

In order to begin this process, the appropriate administrator can get in contact with Tariakuri
Performing Arts via email. From there, we will discuss the type of show that would be
appropriate based on student body interest and the budget it would take to create the show that
is envisioned. If administrators would like to hand creative license over to Tariakuri Performing
Arts, we are always happy to consult on which type and titles of shows might be appropriate for
any particular group. Once a show has been selected and a budget signed off on, a rehearsal
and show calendar will be constructed and the fun begins!
More about the process itself: Once we have everything set up and scheduled, we begin
working with the kids during a few days (depending on number of participants) of auditions so
the Directing Team can get to know them and figure out where they would fit best within the
world and story of the show. They will be provided with specific audition material such as
scripts,
musical scores, and musical tracks to listen to and practice along with so they can prepare for
auditions.

When our auditions are over, a cast list will be produced based on the views of the directing and
producing team as well as any input given by school administrators if necessary. All children
who audition will be given a role. This decision is based on level of preparation, ability to follow
directions, and their behavior in the audition room. Music and theater experience is always a
plus, but usually the last thing we look for when it comes to handing out larger roles.
The rehearsal process will be focused 4-6 week period (depending on need and want of school
and specific contract details) where children will be immersed in the world of the show we are
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working on. The rehearsal process ends with a week of technical rehearsals where we layer in
any lights, sound, set pieces, props, and costumes that have not already been worked with. All
rehearsals usually function well as an after school activity, but this timing can be
customized based on needs of any specific school.
Once the rehearsal process is complete, all of the many efforts and elements of the show come
together for one or two weekends of performances where parents, teachers, siblings, and the
community is invited to come witness all of the hard work that took place during rehearsals.
Details: All participants in the show must be age 7-15, have basic reading and writing skills, and
keep their behavior and academic performance to a level deemed appropriate by school
administration. We love and value the theatrical experience and view it as an extra-curricular
activity that should be earned.

All rehearsals and shows take place within the school. If you do not have a dedicated auditorium
or performance space, never fear. Tariakuri Performing Arts has had experience outfitting many
different kinds of spaces for performance. Those details will be discussed in our initial contact
and spelled out in the contract and budget on an individual basis. School administrators, contact
Teatro Tariakuri Performing Arts today to see the amazing things that are possible in your
schools created by your students!
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Contract and agreement

This contract for Teatro Tariakuri Live Staging production services at
_____________________School is made out _____________and between

Karla Galvan artistic director and owner of Teatro Tariakuri
3117 W. 63rd street,
Chicago IL 60629
Cell: 773.301.9000
Office: 312.532.2774
email:tariakruri@teatrotariakuri.org
www.teatrotariakuri.org



Services Subject to the terms and conditions of this agreement Tariakuri agrees to
provide live staging theatrical productions at Maria Catalyst Charter School with their
production choice of (___________________________) in a 10 week 5 hours a week
agreement. All scholars will receive full hands on theatrical training.
_______________________ agrees to provide all necessary tools, needed for a full on
stage production including but not limited to , Stage supplies, stage lighting, sound
equipment, scenery, props, ticket sales.______________________ agrees and
understands that rights, permits, and royalties for each production must be provided by
___________________________. Unless otherwise requested if you wish Teatro
tariakuri to provide all necessary permit the License and fees. Payment and deposit will
vary.
A. _____ full live stage production w/out License and permits ( Tariakui fee: $1500)nonrefundable $500 deposit
B. _____ Full live stage production with License (Tariakuri Fee: $2500) nonrefundable
$1000 deposit.
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Payment and terms Client will pay Teatro Tariakuri the sum of $ __________ for the
Staging production Service. An initial nonrefundable payment of $________ is due upon
signing this agreement and the remainder is due on the completion of the staging
service date. This contract is for live Staging services only.
Recital ___________________________________
Client consent Client hereby grants Teatro Tariakuri and its employees, permission to
enter upon and use the property for the purposes of the staging theatrical production.
Cancelation _______________________ agrees if production is canceled by their
administration, due to failure to provide proper permits for such production, rehearsal
cancelations due to school closing. Very high scholar absents which may cause opening
day to be moved or postponed. Tariakuri holds the right to cancel this agreement and
deposit will not be refunded.

This agreement may not be changed, except in written amendment duly executed by both
parties
Deposit check must be made out Teatro Tariakuri on the date this agreement is signed.

Signed on this date______________

Signed_____________________, School administration (Principal
Signed_____________________, Teatro Tariakruri (Owner)

Date

